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Abstract 
Advances in science and technology are motivating the teachers to use technology in the teaching 

process. Teaching through media technology seemed to enhance capabilities among learners. The 

educational media used should be adapted to the development and demands of the times. Using 

the right educational media in the process of learning to teach will make it easier to attain learning 

goals. The purpose of this article is to describe modern educational media used in this 

technological age and compare it with those that were used in Islamic education system since the 

initial days of spread of religion Islam. The research method used in this discussion is descriptive. 

The result attained form this discussion seemed to identify that in the early days of the spread of 

Islam, the educational media was used for the enhancement of teaching and teaching process and 

these technological medias were used by the by the Messenger of Allah, the Holy Prophet 

Muhammad )ملسو ہلآ و ہیلع الله یلص( .The Holy Prophet Muhammad ))ملسو ہلآ و ہیلع الله یلص(  used 

media while teaching the knowledge and rules of Islamic religion to theholy companions  ہباحص(
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)ہیلعہللا ناوضر . In addition, in the hadith )ہکرابم تیدح ) there are several terms used to indicatethe use 

of educational media in learning, such as pictures, gravel, and fingers hands. The conclusion of 

this article is that the educational media seemed to influence learning aptitude of the learners. The 

use of media technology appeared to be inevitable for complete and accurate learning process. 

Media is an impactful and credible learning source of information to get the end result in the 

learning process. 

Keyword: media, education, Islam,  

 

Introduction  
Learning is a complex process that involves a person's physical and mental life. The learning 

process occurs because of the interaction between the individual and the environment. Therefore, 

learning can happen anytime and anywhere. One of the signs that a person is said to have 

experienced the process of learning is a change in behavior that involves a change in his level of 

knowledge, skills, and attitude.Interactions that occur during the learning process are influenced 

by the environment, which includes students, teachers, library staff, principals, materials or 

materials (books, modules, magazines, video or audio recordings, etc.) and various learning 

resources and facilities (overhead projectors, radios, televisions, computers, libraries, etc.). 

 

In the process of learning to teach, the presence of media has a very important meaning. They 

mean a lot as in these activities, the misunderstanding of the material presented can be helped by 

presenting the media as an intermediary. Although the initial purpose of the study was good, but 

without the proper media support, it is very difficult to achieve it well. 

 

A medium of learning will affect the complete and exact information of a goal, and affect the end 

result of the learning process. However, there is still a great deal to be found in theeducational 

activities that do not care about the existence of such media. 

 

It has been proven that many cases of educators who do not use the media according to the 

materials taught seemed to be less impactful in the class. The present study focuses on the 

difficulties faced by the learners in absorbing and understanding the lessons delivered in Islamic 

Studies. The educators teaching Islamic studies found it difficult to deliver the lesson as they do 
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not use media in their lectures. Majority of the learners are bored of Islamic religious education 

deliverance of lessons. This can be identified as a problem with the lack of understanding of 

educators in the application of media in the learning process. 

 

On the other hand, advances in science and technology are driving innovation efforts in utilizing 

technology outcomes in the teaching process. So educators are asked to be able to use different 

types of educational media. Besides, educatoris also required to develop the skill of 

makingeducational media that they will use when they are not available. For that reason educators 

need to have sufficient knowledge and understanding of educational media. 

Teaching learning activities have been known since the time of Prophet Muhammad  ہلآ و ہیلع الله یلص(

)ملسو .S.A.W. thus educational media as a means of presenting material has been used by Prophet 

Muhammad )ملسو ہلآ و ہیلع الله یلص( .S.A.W. in the teachings of Islam tohis holy companions )ہباحص 

)ہیلعہللا ناوضر .Based on the above exposure, it can be said that the media is one component of the 

learning process that is related and interrelated with the other learning components and used in the 

framework of achieving Islamic educational goals.This article will discuss education media in the 

perspective of Islamic education. In order for the discussion in this paper to be directed then the 

following objectives are taken for the consideration: 

Objectives of the study 
The study was conducted to achieve following objectives that were to:  

1. Understand usability of educational media in developing capacity of learners. 
2. Review the basics of thinking in the use of educational media. 
3. Assess educational media in the perspective of the Qur'an and Al-hadith. 
4. Evaluate the benefits of educational media in the teaching learning process. 
Research Method 
The data collection techniques used by the researchers are documentation. Documentation as a 

data collection technique is any written statement prepared by an individual or agency for the 

purpose of testing events or presenting accounting. Use1 of documentation collection techniques 

is intended to collect data by viewing or recording already available and viewed report of the 

official documents such as monographs, notes and existing books. 

Data Collection and Analysis of Data 

 
1Ahmad Tanzeh. 2009. Practical Research Methods. Yogyakarta: Terrace. pm. 92. 
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The sources of data for the authors are: the Qur'an, the Hadith,educational / learning media 

reference books, and research results from other researchers.While the data analysis used is 

qualitative data analysis. Qualitative data analysis by Bogdan and Biklen as cited byMoleong 

(2013), is an effort made by working with data, organizing data, breaking it down into manageable 

units, synthesizing it, finding and finding patterns, finding what's important and learning, and 

deciding what to tell other people.2The author uses qualitativedata analysistechniques with the aim 

of describing tradition and interpreting its phenomena that occur in the use of educational media 

as one of the components of the implementation of the Islamic education system in its early stages. 

 

Review of the Related Literature:  
The learning process is a system called the learning system. The learning system is made up of 

several components that interact with one another to achieve a predetermined learning goal. Some 

of the components of the learning system as conveyed by 3OemarHamalik (2001) include: 

Education and teaching objectives, Learners or students, Teacher-specific education, Teaching 

planning as acurriculum segments, Learning strategies, Teaching media, and Teaching 

evaluation1.Vienna Sanjayaadvocates that the learning process is made up of several components 

of each other’s interaction. These components are the objectives, lesson materials, learning 

methods or strategies, 4media andevaluation.  

Based on the description above, it is clear that education or learning media is one component of 

the learning system that interacts with other components of the process of learning so that the goal 

of education or learning can be achieved effectively and efficiently. 

 

Results of Literature Review  
1. Understanding Education Media 

 
2Lexy J. Moleong. 2013. Qualitative Research Methods. Bandung: PT. Teen Rosdakarya. pm. 248. 

 
3OemarHamalik. 2001. The Learning Process of Teaching. Jakarta: Earth Characters. pm. 77. 
4Vienna Sanjaya 2013.Learning Process-Oriented Learning Strategy Standard. Jakarta: KencanaPrenada Media 

Group. pm. 58. 
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The word “media” comes from the Latin language and is a plural form of the word “medium,” 

which is literally harfiyahhas the meaning of “intermediary” or intro. 5According to the 

Association forEducation and Communication Technology (AECT), media are all forms of 

programming for an information flow. And according to the Education Association, media is 

something that is manipulated, seen, heard, read or talked about with instruments that are used 

well in learning.Teaching, can affecteffectiveness of instructional programs. 
6In Arabic, media is the medium of communication (و سائل ) or the transmission of messages from 

sender to message recipient. In addition, media is a tool that can be used to convey messages from 

the sender (communicator) to the recipient (communicator) so as to stimulate the student's 

thoughts, feelings, attention and interest in the process of learning. 7According to ZakiahDaradjat 

(1995), education or learning media is something that can be scanned, especially visual and 

auditory, both inside and outside the classroom, which is used as a communication tool 

(communication medium) in the process of learning to teach teaching to improve the effectiveness 

of student learning. 8According to Asnawir and Basyiruddin Usman (2002), in his book 

entitled"Education Media" makes it clear thatmedia is something of a natureconveys messages and 

can stimulate the thoughts, feelings, and desires of the audience (students) so as to encourage the 

learning process in itself. 
9Gerlach and Ely (1971), say that the media when it is broadly understood is the person, the 

material, or the event that creates the conditions in which the student is able to acquireknowledge, 

skills, or attitudes. More specifically, the meaning of the mediateaching processes tend to be 

interpreted as graphic, photographic, or electronic tools for capturing, processing, and reorganizing 

visual or verbal information. 
10As for the word learning is having the root word "learn". Learning is a process of dispensation 
that has a very fundamental element in maintaining every kind of education. In addition, there are 

 
5YusufhadiMiarso. 1986. Educational Communication Technology: Its Meaning and Application in Indonesia. 
Jakarta: PustekkomDikbud and CV Rajawali. pm. 25. 
6Ahmad Sabri. 2005. Teaching and Micro Teaching Learning Strategies. Short: Quantum Teaching. pm. 112. 
7First Wahidin. 2015. “Learning-based Communication Interaction in the Teaching Learning Process”. Islamic 

Education: Journal of Islamic Education. P-ISSN: 2252-8970. E-ISSN: 2581-1754. Vol. 04, No. 07.p. 819. 
8ZakiahDaradjat. 1995. Special Methods for Teaching Islamic Religions. Jakarta: Earth Characters. pm. 226 
9Asnawir and Basyiruddin Usman. 2002. Educational Media. South Jakarta: Ciputat Press. pm.11 
10AzharArsyad. 2003. Educational Media.Jakarta: PT. KingGrafindoPersada. pm. 3. 
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those who view learning as mere training as seen in reading and writing exercises.11Hintzman 
(1978), in his book The Psychology of Learning and Memory, in YudhiMunadi, argues that 
"learning is a change in organism to experience which can affect the organism's behavior", a 
change that occurs in an organism, human or animal. , due to experiences that may influence the 
behavior of the organism. 
12The term educational media has broad and narrow meanings. As far as education media is 

concerned, it is the individual, material or event that provides the opportunityfor students to 

earnknowledge, skills, and attitudes. In the narrow sense it may be said that it is Impersonal means 

used by teachers who play a role in the process of learning to achieve their goals. 

The National Education Association (NEA), quite differently defined the term as; media is a form 

of communication both literal and audiovisual and equipment. Media should be manipulative, 

visible, audible and readable. 13The educational media somehow or the other gives the same 

definition and usage. It is apparent that they are similar to each other, in that the process of 

delivering messages or information is effective and efficient and is always remembered by 

learners. So, it is understandable that the medium of education is a tool or a means of mediationor 

communication tools to convey knowledge or information of various sources to the recipient of 

the message or information to achieve the purpose of learning. 

2. Educational Media Usages: 
The educational media has three roles, namely 1) the intentional role, 2) communicative role, and 

3) role of memory / retention role.14Yet another role of the educational media is to deliver a 

message in the learning process, to attract students, and to convey the message that they wantto 

present in every subject. In the process of learning, teachers can create an engaging learning 

environment by utilizing creative, innovative and varied educational media, so learning can take 

place by optimizing the process and focusing on learning achievement. 

 
11Abdul WahabRosyidi and Mamluulatul Ni. 2011. Understanding the Basic ConceptsArabic language learning. 

Malang: UIN-Maliki Press. pm. 15-16. 

 
12YudhiMunadi. 2008. Media Pendidikan:SebuahPendekatanBaru. Jakarta: GaungPersada Press. hlm. 8-9 

13Abdul WahabRosyidi and Mamluulatul Ni ‟mah. 2011. p.101-102. 
14UmiRosyidah, dkk. 2008. ActiveLearning Dalam Bahasa Arab. Malang: UIN-Maliki Press. hlm. 96. 
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In carrying out their duties as educators, teachers must be guided by steps that are based on 

religious teaching, as the Word of God S.W.T. یلاعت و ناحبس الله( )in the Epistle to Verse 44  )تیآ(

states that 

 

Chapter (16) sūrat l-naḥl (The Bees) 

“He sent down the Qur'an )دیجم نارق( so that you could explain to the people what was revealed to 

them and to think about it”.  

Similarly, in the context of educational media, educators need to pay attention to the development 

of the religious life of their students, as this is the focus of the educational media.Without 

recognizing and understanding the child's development of mind or the level of thinking of the 

child, teachers will find it difficult to achieve success. As the word of Allah S.W.T. و ناحبس الله 

)یلاعت ) in the Verse 125 which says  

 

Chapter (16) sūrat l-naḥl (The Bees) 

“(call upon) the people of your God with wisdom and good teaching, and pray for them in a good 
waywell because your Lord knows better who is lost and who is getting guidance”. 
In connection with the meaning of the verse above, in the Interpretation of Al-Quran Human 
Hidaya, it is stated: 
a. The way of your Lord; The straight one; it contains useful knowledge and good deeds. 
b. Wisdom; it means exactly the target; that is by positioning something in place. Included in 
wisdom is the preaching of knowledge, the preaching of the foremost, and the preaching of the 
mad state (people who are challenged), speak to their level of understanding and ability, preach in 
words that are easy to understand, preach with ease, and preach softly and smoothly.  
c. Good lessons; that is good advice and touching words. It also rules and prohibits with بیغرت  
(push) and فوخ  (scare).  

d. Defend them in a good way; if the accused person thinks that what he holds is truth or is a call 
to falsehood, and then it is objectively denied; is ways that can make that person want to follow 
their reason. These include using the arguments that they believe, because they can be more 
objective, and avoid debates that lead to disputes and ridicule that can eliminateits purpose is not 
to benefit from it, but its purpose is to show people the truth, not to defeat it or to defeat it. 
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IbnulQayyimRahimahullah said, "Allah„AzzawaJalla makes the level of (in) preaching according 
to the human level; for the welcoming, accepting and intelligent, in which he does not fight for the 
right (right) and rejects it, it is opposed by wisdom. For those who accept but have a delinquent 
and delayed attitude, it is opposed to the good advice, that is, to be ordered and prohibited with 
targhib (push) and tarhib (fear), while for those who reject and rejectbe debated in a good way. ” 

15From the above interpretation it can be statedthat the use of media in learning should consider 
aspects of the message delivered positively, and good language as a means of communicating, 
and even if it is argued that an educator should explain it in a logical language, so that learners 
can respond well. Thus, the media in the delivery of messages here is spoken language as the 
message conveyor.In more detail, the education media plays a very important role in improving 
the effectiveness of the teaching process as follows: 

a) Enhance learner learning experience 
b) Economically 
c) Increase learners' interest in learning 
d) Make learners more prepared to learnInvolves many senses in the learning process 
f) Minimize the differences in perceptions between teachers and learners 
g) Increase the positive contribution of learners to learning experiences. 
h) Helps resolve personal differences between learners. 
 

3. Media education in Perspective of Al-Qur'an and Al-hadith 
16The education media covers two types: a. The work of educators (commonly called software or 

immaterial); including advice, examples, prohibitions, injunctions, commendations, rebukes, 

threats and punishments, and b. Objects as tools (they may be called hardware or material); 

including study desk, chalkboard, eraser, chalkboard, book, map, OHP, etc.17Some of the 

educational media clusters mentioned in the Qur'an and al-Hadith, are as follows: 

a. Audio Use of Audio aids in Education Media 

Use of Audio aids in education media is a medium that can only be heard, in the form of voices 

with various tools of the speaker both human and non-human. 18The arguments in the Qur'an 

relating to voice as communicators can be taken from reading, explaining and telling, as well as; 

other simple words. Some of the Qur'anic verses that give voice descriptions as communicators 

are the words "read" (from the verb "read") in the Qur'an, including Surat al-'Alaq (96) verse 1; 

 
15Abu Yahya Marwan Bin Musa.Interpretation of Human Hidayatul.Volume 2.p. 360. 
16Asnawir and Basyiruddin Usman. 2002. p.101. 
17 M. Ramli. 2012. Media and Learning Technology. Banjarmasin: Antasari Pers. pm. 1. 
18M. Ramli. 2012. p. 17. 
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the letter of Al-Isra ‟(17)Verse 14; توبکنعلا تروس (29) Section 45; and Al-Muzammil Al-Muzammil 

(73) Verse 20.Next is the Qur'anic verse that gives voice descriptions asconveyor in the form of 

an explanatory word (the origin of the verb “clear”), including in the Qur'anic Letter (6) Verses 97 

and 165; and the ہبوتلا تروس Surah (9) Verse 11. The following is an example of the Qur'anic 

commentary relating to voice as a communicator in the form of a word. 

 Then, the Qur'anic verses that give voice descriptions as communicators in the form of narratives 

(the origin of the word "story"), among them are in Surat Al-Baqarah ةرقبلا تروس  (2) Verse 76;  

 
And then فسوی تروس  (12) Section 5. The following is an example of a proposition relating to sound 

as the communicator of the story (originally the word "story") in فسوی تروس  (12) Verse 5 reads: 

 
“My son, do not tell me your dreamsto your brothers, then they have made you (to destroy) you. 

Satan is a real enemy of mankind. The "clear verb") in the At-Sermon Letter (9) Verse 11 reads: 

If they repent, perform prayers and perform charity, then (they) are your brethren and we explain 

those verses to those who know.” 

Based on the description above, in relation to the verb "read, explain, and tell", it will certainly 

produce sound so that it is understood what the message is conveyed by that sound. This can 

happen when a teacher presents the learning material simply by reading the book as a reference in 

a learning process or withoutusing other types of educational media. But more emphasized in 

reading, explaining, and telling is the sound or sound that can convey the content of the 

message.Insidefurther development of audio education media was developed in the form of audio 

tools, such as radio, tape recorder, language lab, and more.The relationship of audio education 

media with the aim of Islamic religious education is very close. From the sideaudio media 

cognitive canbe used to teach a variety of rules and principles, in the affective aspect of audio 
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media can create a learning environment, and psychomotor aspects of this audio media to teach 

media verbal skills. As an auditory medium, it is closely related to radio, magnetic tape recorders, 

black discs, or perhaps language labs.19The advantages of audio education media when teachers 

use them in the learning process are: 

1) Can be used according to the needs of the listener / user. 
2) Develop students' imagination. 
3) While listening to the broadcast, students can engage in other activities that support the 
achievement of their learning goals. 
4) Promote students' curiosity about something, thus stimulating student creativity in learning. 
5) Able to instill positive attitudes towards students that may be difficult to achieve by using other 
media. 
In addition to some advantages, audio media has some of the following weaknesses: 

1) It is one-way communication. Thus, it’s difficult for listeners to discuss things that are difficult 

to understand. 

2) More audio media using voice or verbal language can only be understood by listeners with good 

levels of speech and language. 

3) Audio media will only be able to serve well for those who are already thinking abstractly. 

4) Presenting material through audio media can cause verbalism for the listener. 

5) Audio media using radio broadcasting programs are usually simultaneous and centralized, 

making it difficult to control. 

b. Visual Education Media 
20Visual education media is a set of tools for communicating a message that can be captured 

through the visual senses without the sound of the tool. Reference in the Qur'an in the Surah Al-

Baqarah (2) Verse 31 reads: 

 
And He taught Adam all the names, thenand he presented it to the Angels and said: "Tell me the 

names of those things if you are true men! 

The above verse illustrates that Allah S.W.T.while teaching HazratAdam A.S. the sacred names 

of Allah S.W.T., then Allah S.W.T. ordered the angels to mention it, which is unknown to the 

 
19Asnawir and Basyiruddin Usman. 2002. pm. 101. 
20Vienna Sanjaya. 2011. Planning and Design of Learning Systems. Jakarta: KencanaPrenada Media Group. pm. 199. 
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angels. The things mentioned by Adam A.S. were ordered by Allah S.W.T. must have been given 

a description of his shape by Allah S.W.T.In the hadith there are several terms used to denote the 

use of visual media in learning, such as pictures, gravel, and fingerprints. 

1) Using Images  

Use of visual media used Prophet Muhammad S.A.W. in the process of learning; this is where the 

hadith narrated by Al-Bukhari 21in Abu Hasan As-Sindy. 22Prophet Muhammad S.A.W. describes 

the straight line found in 

Prophet S.A.W. make a square image, 
then draw a long line in the center of 
the square and exit beyond the square. 
Then he also made small lines in the 
square, next to it: (the square that the 
Prophet drew). And he said: "This is 
man, and (this square) is the peril that 
surrounds it, and this (long) line that 
goes out, is his dream. And these little 
lines are the obstacles. If not (stuck) 
with this (line), then hit (this) line. If 
that doesn't happen, then the next. If it 
hadn't been for all of these (obstacles), 
then he would have been in danger. 
(HR. Bukhari).  

 

In the picture is a human, a picturethe four squares surrounding it arein the end, a straight line 

came outpassing the picture is hope andhis thoughts, while the lines are smalllocated in the straight 

line of the interiorpictures are always a disasterto confront humans in their livesin this world. In 

this picture the ProphetMuhammad صلى الله عليه وسلم( )S.A.W. explained aboutthe fact that human life hashopes, 

hopes and aspirationsfar ahead to accomplish everythinghe wants in a mortal lifethis, and the death 

that surrounds italways love him all the time somakes humans unable to dodgefrom his death 

circle, in the meantimein life, humans are always facinga variety of threatshis existence, if he can 

be avoidedone disaster, another disaster readyblocking and destroying it, that isevery human being 

could not guess orguess when the dead will pick it up. 

 
21Vienna Sanjaya. 2011. Learning System Design and Design. Jakarta: KencanaPrenada Media Group. pm. 199. 
22Abu Hasan As-Sindy.2008. Shahihul Bukhari bi Haasyiati al-Imam as-Sindy. Lebanon: Dar al-Kotob al-Ilmiyah. 
pm. 224. 
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23This hadith refers toHoly Prophet Muhammad )صلى الله عليه وسلم )S.A.W. as an educatorwho really understands 

the methodologygood learning inconvey knowledge tohuman. He explained 

somethinginformation through visual mediaimages for easier understanding andabsorbed by the 

mind and the soul. 

2) Using the Finger 

The Prophet Muhammad )صلى الله عليه وسلم )S.A.W. used visual media throughshowing his fingers the while 

teaching learning process to his holy companions باحصا( ), It is evident in this hadith )تیدح ) narrated 

by Imam Muslim 24insideAn-Nawawi. 
25In this hadith, Prophet Muhammad 
S.A.W. explainedabout the privileges of 
that personwho rescued a slave or raised 
two girls by showing closeness of his two 
fingers. Holy Prophet 
Muhammad )صلى الله عليه وسلم )S.A.W. holding his 
fingers forgiving particular emphasis soit 
can be understood that if that 
personraised her two daughters untilhe's 
grown up, or he's already 
married.ThenHe'll be close to with the 
Prophet Muhammad )صلى الله عليه وسلم )S.A.W. at the 
day of judgement.  

 
26Based on hadith explanationmentioned above, it is evident that Prophet Muhammad )صلى الله عليه وسلم )S.A.W. 

used various mediaand communicativeadapted to situations and conditionsat that time, making it 

easy andunderstandablefor the holy companions )باحصا ).  

 

3) Using Gravel 

The use of visual media isobvious from the use of gravel when Holy Prophet 

Muhammad )صلى الله عليه وسلم )S.A.W.used this media for the teaching learning process as stated in the hadith 

narrated by At-Tirmidzi. 

 

 
23Abdul Fattah Abu Ghuddah. 2009. 40 Method of Education and Teaching of the Prophet. Bandung: Baitus Salam 
Edition. pm. 131-132. 
24 Hadith sounds: 
25An-Nawawi. Al MinhajSyarhShahihMuslim bin Hajjaj. 2631 hadith. 
26ShinqithyDjjamaluddin and H.M. MochtarZoerni. 2002. Summary of SheepMuslim. Bandung: Mizan. pm. 125. 
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This inscription illustrated that once Holy Prophet Muhammad )صلى الله عليه وسلم )S.A.W. asked the holy 

companions, about the two things he didhold it and throw it, howeverHoly companions answered, 

only Allah یلاعت و ناحبس  andHis Messenger )صلى الله عليه وسلم ) knows, He answeredthose two things are pebbles 

ashe used it as mediums in education. These teaching mediums (Two pebbles) can belikened to a 

dream and death ofsomeone. In other words it meant that the fantasy inhuman worldly life and 

death in the life hereafter. Those two things cannot be separated just like the two sides of the eye. 

Both of them are already codifiedAllah یلاعت و ناحبس S.W.T. in determining the wayhuman life and 

death. 27This hadith can be understood as the Prophetصلى الله عليه وسلمS.A.W. using the two pebbles aseducational 

media, to provide a signala warning to humanity thatlife not just once, butthere is another life after 

lifein this world, so the role of the media is inlearning is helping understandingto achieve 

educational goals.The Prophet صلى الله عليه وسلمS.A.W. used these suggestions to give you an ideaof metaphor 

and ease inconveying the content of that materialtaught to them.  

 
If humans classify itwith the world of education, hadithsit's related to onecomponent in the 

education worldand the education media. From the descriptionit's clear that visual mediahas been 

used in teaching learning process of implementationin teaching Islamic studies. 

In the modern eranow this visual media canbe categorized as follows: 

1) Unpredictable media 

a) Reading material or printed material, through these material students will gain experience 

through reading, learning through symbols and meaningsby using the senses of sight. This medium 

includes conceptual learning levels, so the materials should be tailored to the students' level of 

understanding and mastery of the language. This media can be classified into following types that 

are: 

(1) The Qur'an and the Al Hadith 

 
27SunanAt-Tirmidzi (juz 4), CV. Asfiya Semarang, 1992. p. 468 
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(2) Religious textbooks  

(3) Complementary reading books, textbooks as reading materialto expand and deepen religious 

readings. 

(4) Reading material in general: newspapers, magazines, and others. 

b) The media of reality is the real thing, 

They do not have to be present in the classroom, but students can see the object directly. The 

advantage of this reality media is that it provides students with real experiences. 

c) A model is an artificial object in three dimensions, representing or replacingthe real thing. Use 

of models can be fruitful to overcome certain constraints in lieu of reality. 

d) Graphic media is a visual medium that transmits messages through visual symbols. The function 

of the graphics media is interestingin securing the attention of the readers, clarify lesson plans, and 

illustrate a fact or concept that can easily be forgotten only through verbal explanation. The types 

of graphical media are: drawings, sketches, diagrams / schemas, charts, charts. 

e) Keyboard, this tool is a classic tool that will never be forgottenpeople in the process of learning 

to teach. 28The role of the board andother boards are still used by teachers, as they are practical 

and economical tools. 

2) Projection Media 

The types of media included in the projection media are as follows: 

a) OHP Transparency is a true face-to-face teaching tool, because the classroom layout is as normal 

as it is, the teacher can have face-to-face contact with the student (without having to confront the 

students). (Overhead Transparency / OHT) and hardware (Overhead Projector). 

b) Frame / slide film,  

It is a movietransparency35 mm in diameter and 2 x 2 inches. In one package are several frames 

of film separated from each other. The benefits of film framing are almost the same as OHP 

transparency, only good visual quality is produced.  

c) Liquid Crystal Display (LCD), is a set of tools as a technique for presenting data in the form 

of non-transparent crystalline letters when in a given electric field. This tool is more complete than 

OHP inproject information directly through your computer. LCDs convert computer views from 

electronic images to projection screens. With the LCD the message being designed on the 

 
28Nana Sudjana. 2009. Basics Teaching Learning Process. Bandung: SinarBaruAlgensindo Offset. pm. 102. 
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computer and the results projected onto the screen,pointing action is done with a “mouse” on the 

computer. 

4. Technology Based Education Media 
Technology use in teaching communication can be identified in Islamic concept of education as 

revealed in  SurahAn-Naml  (27)design a professionally developed program so that the 

effectiveness of the use can be achieved well. 29Verses 29-30, which is about the story of Solomon 

and the Balkisthe queen, which read: 30In Jalalain's Interpretation, it is said that ("Go bring my 

surah, and drop it on them) to the Balkis queen andHis people (then turn) away (from them) not 

too far from thempay attention to what they are talking about. ") that is, the answer or the reaction 

they would make. When the MalkaBalqis read the chapter, his body trembled and drowned in fear, 

and thenshe thought about the contents of the letter. 

 

Next (He said) was the queen of Balkis to the leaders of her people, (Higreat men! Verily I) can 

read Al Mala-u Inni and Al Mala-u winni, i.e readings by Tahqiq and Tashil (a noble letter has 

been sent to me)is a stamped letter. (The letter is from Solomon and indeed the contents) The 

contents of the letter, is a clear example of technology based education from God.  

 

Solomon used the Hud-Hud bird to deliver the message in the form of a letter delivered to Queen 

Balqis, so that it was well received and reached its desired destination. Even the ProphetSolomon 

has demonstrated the state-of-the-art technology in his palace, which Allah S.W.T. Capture it in 

versenext, Surah An-Naml (27) Verse 44: 

 

In Jalalain's Interpretation it is explained that: (And it was said to him, "Enter into the palace!") 

The floor was made of clear glass, and beneath it was fresh water flowing with fish. Prophet 

Solomon did this when he heard the news that both Balqis' calves and his toes were like donkeys. 

(So when he looked at the floor of the palace instead of the pool) - a pool full of water (and 

pronounced both calves) to cross what he thought was a pool, while Prophet Solomon was sitting 

on his throne at the end of the glass floor, it turned out he saw both calves and his toes beautiful. 

 
29 M. Ramli. 2012. p. 101. 
30JalaluddinAsy-Suyuthi and Jalaluddin Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Al-Mahalliy. 2009. Terj. Interpretation of Jalalain. 
Newark: AlHidayah Library. 
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(Solomon said) to the Balqis, ("Indeed it is a slippery palace) and fine (made of glass") and then 

Solomon asked him to convert to word of God. (Balqis says, "My Lord! Indeed I have wronged 

myself) withworshiping other than God (and I surrender) from now on (with Solomon to God, 

Lord of the Worlds. "), then Solomon wished to marry her but did not like the hair on his calves. 

Solomon, in the light of which the calf's feathers were gone, Solomon married her and loved her, 

 

The use of Hud-Hud bird was technology mediaby the Prophet Solomon in delivering a letter to 

Queen Balqis was a technology implementation at the time, as the use of the bird could make the 

communication process more effective and efficient. Even in the meeting both are facilitated by 

means and infrastructures that utilize advanced technology, thus creating a comfortable and 

conducive atmosphere. Thus, in learning should be able to use the media as much as 

possiblestreamline communication in the process, and use tools that will make learners 

comfortable, so that learning can achieve their goals. 

 

The use of technology in learning today(modern), of course, there are differences in its shape. This 

adult technology-based education media is very advanced and quite varied, still open to more 

sophisticated future. Some technology-based learning mediums such as: 

a. Television 

b. VTR (Video Tape Recorder) 

c. VCD (Video Compact Disc) 

d. DVD (Digital Versatile Disc) 

e. The movie 

f. Computers / Internet 

5. Immaterial Education Media 
In addition to media of things, there are also media of non-objects. Among the educational media 

that are not such things are: honesty,orders / prohibitions, rewards and penalties, which shall be as 

follows: 

a. Integrity 

Most people need a form of identification (uswah al-hasanah) that can guide people to the truth, in 

order to fulfill that desire God sent Prophet Muhammad   .S.A.W. to be an example for mankind صلى الله عليه وسلم
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According to Al-Ghazali, as quoted by Ramayulis, there are some important traits that a teacher 

should possess as a role model, namely: 

1) Trustworthy and diligent to his work, 

2) Meekness and compassion for the disciples, 

3) Understand and work hard on the knowledge and the people who do it, 

4) He should not be greedy, 

5) Owes Extensive knowledge, as well 

6) Establish and hold firm to the principle.36 

Al-Ghazali also adds that there are some important traits that must be internalized in the student, 

namely humility, purification of all evils, and obedience. Because the last few traits need to be 

owned by the student, the teacher should be an example of those traits.In this case the Prophet 

S.A.W. also set a good example for his people. The Word of God S.W.T. in the Verses of Al-

Ahzab (33) verse 21, which reads:  

 
b. Command and Prohibition 

Command is not just what comes out of one's mouth that other people should do,but it also includes 

general guidelines, practices and rules that learners should adhere to. Examples of commands and 

prohibitions are found in the Qur'anic verse of Al-Maidah (5) verse 2, as follows: An order will be 

easily obeyed by the learner if the educator himself obeys and lives according to those rules, or if 

what the learner has to do is already in place and is a guide to the life of the educator. 

 
In addition to giving orders, educators should also be able to ban learners' actions. The real 

prohibition is the same as the order. Examples of prohibition are the prohibition of speaking in a 

coarse and arrogant voice, the prohibition of doing bad deeds, the prohibitionto hang out with 

people who can be misleading, and so on. 

c. Rewards and Penalties 
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Rewards in the education system are something that is given to learners both in the form of objects 

and non-objects, so that learners feel comfortable receiving them. As for as, punishment given to 

learners for committingviolation is concerned; the purpose should be to avoid violations.  

In education, punishment is imposed for two things: 

1) Penalties are imposed for infringement, for which the offense was committed (punitive, 

quinaprecticumest). 

2) Penalties are intended for the purpose of infringement (lucky) characteristics of punishment in 

the Islamic education perspective are: 1) punishment given for improvement and direction, 2) 

giving the child the opportunity to correct the offense before being beaten. Ten-year-olds should 

not be beaten, if not more than three times, 3) educators should be firm inimposing punishment, 

which means that if the educator's stubborn attitude is deemed necessary then it must be exercised 

out of a soft and compassionate attitude. 

6. Benefits and Influence of Media Education 
In the Traditions of the Prophet Muhammad S.A.W. above, it is implied that the benefits of the 

educational media, including when Prophet Muhammad S.A.W. Explain his teaching using media 

such as pictures, gravel, and fingerprints. With such media, the Shahab’s became more aware of 

what Prophet Muhammad S.A.W. More broadly, there are many benefits to using mediaeducation 

in teaching, including: 

a. The lesson material will be clearer in meaning, so that the students can better understand, 

andallowing students to master the purpose of teaching better. 

b. Teaching methods will be bettervaries, not just verbal communication through the spoken word 

of the teacher, so that the students do not get bored and the teacher does not exhaust the energy of 

the material. 

 

c. Students are more engaged in learning, as they not only listen to the teacher's words, but also do 

other activities such asobserving, doing, demonstrating and more. 

d. Teaching will attract students' attention and thus enhance their learning motivation. 

e. Clarifies the presentation of the message to be less verbal. 

f. Overcoming the limitations of space and the power of the senses such as: too large, too small,too 

slow, too fast, too late, too complex, and too conceptual.Hamalik (1980) proposed that the use of 

educational media in the teaching process can stimulate new desires and interests, increase 
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motivation and stimulate learning activities, and even bring psychological effects to students. The 

use of educational media at the learning orientation stage will greatly enhance the effectiveness of 

the learning process and present the message and content of the learning at that time. In addition 

to enhancing student motivation and interest, educational media can also help students improve 

their understanding, present data attractively and confidently, facilitate interpretation of data, and 

compress information. In general education mediahas the following uses: 

a. Clarifying the delivery of messages in ordernot very verbalistic (in the form of verbal or verbal 

words). 

b. Overcoming the limitations of space, time and the power of the senses, such as: Excessive 

objects can be replaced by reality, images, frame films, movies, or models; Small objects assisted 

with micro projectors, frame films, films, orpictures; Motion that is too slow or too fast, can be 

helped with time-lapse or high-speed photography. 

c. Past events or events may be reproduced through footage, video, movie frames, photographs or 

verbally; Objects that are too complex(such as machines) can be presented with models, diagrams, 

and more. 

d. Extensive concepts (volcanoes, earthquakes, climates, etc.) can be visualized in the form of 

films, film frames, drawings, and more. 

e. Using the right media and varying the media can solve the passive attitude of learners. In this 

case educational media is useful for: 

1) Create a passion for learning; 

2) Enables more direct interaction between learners and reality environments; 

3) Allows learners to self-study according to their abilities and interests. 

f. With unique properties on eachstudents are supplemented by different environments and 

experiences, while the curriculum and learning materials are the same for each student, the teacher 

willa lot of hardships when everything has to be taken care of. Especially when the background of 

the teacher's environment with the students is different. This issue can be addressed with 

educational media, which is: 

1) Provide the same stimulus; 

2) Equate experience 

3) Generate the same perception. 

Findings 
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Based on the above discussion, it appears that the medium of education is very useful in the 

teaching process. In addition, the presence of educational media greatly influences the 

achievement of learning objectives. If there is no educational medium in a school then it can be 

ascertained that the learning process will be less effective and less efficient, so that the students 

will eventually become inactive in the teaching process. So is the education systemIslam, 

education media is clearly needed. Because of this, the educational media plays a very important 

role and can have an impact on the achievement of Islamic educational goals. Abu Bakr 

Muhammad argued that the use of the media was: 

a. Able to overcome difficulties and clarify difficult subject matter. 

b. Being able to facilitate understanding, and make lessons more lively and interesting. 

c. Encourage children to work andstimulate the instinct of desire to study (learn) and develop a 

strong desire to learn something. 

d. Helps build habits, express ideas, pay attention and think about a lesson. 

e. Causing attention(memory) sharpens, senses, trains, refines feelings and learns quickly.42 

 

E. CONCLUSION 
Education media isa set of tools that can convey messages in the process of learning to teach, from 

message makers (educators) to message recipients (learners) to achieve effective goals effectively 

and efficiently. The foundation of media use in learning should be able to be implemented with 

wisdom and wisdom, so that educators and learners can develop good communication, creating a 

conducive educational environment.Media in education and learning has similarities and 

differences, the similarities are seen in the material aspects, and the differences are seenon the 

immaterial aspect. Educational media is useful as a tool or tool that serves as an intermediary or 

communication tool for communicating knowledge or information from various sources to the 

recipient of the message or information to achieve the purpose of learning. 
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